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a b s t r a c t

pyTEP is an open-source simulation API for the Tennessee Eastman process in Python. It facilitates the
setup of complex simulation scenarios and provides the option of interactive simulation. The Tennessee
Eastman process has been the go-to benchmark for statistical process monitoring and machine
learning based fault-detection approaches for continuous chemical processes in recent years, but its
potential outside these domains remains largely untapped. Existing simulators are tailored towards
simulations of stationary operating conditions in the presence of faults, but further extensions for more
complex simulation scenarios are time-consuming, which may discourage researchers from adopting
the process. Through pyTEPs API, users can configure simulations, change operating conditions and
store simulation data without being exposed to the underlying mechanics of the simulator. In addition
to the newly introduced features, pyTEP promises more versatility and more straightforward usage
than existing TEP simulators.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Code metadata

Current code version v0.1.0
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-21-00069
Legal Code License BSD 3-Clause License
Code versioning system used git
Software code languages, tools, and services used Python3.7, MATLAB
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies MATLAB/Simulink (R2019a-R2020b) and Python packages listed in

requirements
Link to developer documentation/manual https://pytep.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
Support email for questions ccrein@elektro.dtu.dk

1. Motivation and significance

Safe and profitable operation of complex industrial plants
t a large-scale is one of the significant research fields within
he chemical- and petrochemical engineering communities. Two
pen research areas are the detection and identification of pro-
ess faults and the automated generation of plans for process re-
onfiguration. Such research requires access to sufficient amounts
f healthy and faulty process data and, for the study of re-
onfigurations, data that describes the behaviour of the process
nder varying operating conditions.
Complex, high fidelity simulators can greatly aid such re-

earch, because they provide the option to simulate faults and
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test experimental process configurations with varying tuning pa-
rameters in a safe environment. Due to the benefits mentioned
above, sophisticated process simulators have gained popularity,
both in industry as well as in multiple research domains. For
high-fidelity simulations of wind-turbines in both the testing
and design phase, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
present [1]. For the simulation of complex finite element method
(FEM) computations in the fields of electromagnetics and fluid
dynamics, [2] present a coupling of the software packages Elmer
and OpenFOAM. Such simulators profit from being easily acces-
sible and extendable, ideally in a programming language that
is adopted by researchers in the primary application domain of
the software. Recently, Python based frameworks have gained
popularity, due to both the available ecosystem and large open-
source communities. The high degree of adoption of Python as
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.softx.2022.101053
352-7110/© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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primary analysis tool, especially for machine learning centred
rojects, provides a strong incentive to adapt existing research
oftware and simulators to be easily accessible through a Python
ramework. [3] present a Python library that interacts with the
penSees simulation framework, identifying the need of users to
ccess OpenSees through alternative languages to expand upon
xisting use cases. A Python interface for the Dutch Atmospheric
arge Eddy Simulation (DALES) suite, originally written in Fortran,
s presented by [4] in order to facilitate access to complex features
f the original suite. [5] present a framework that bridges the gap
etween CoppeliaSim, an existing robot simulation environment,
nd a virtual reality (VR) toolbox, thus allowing users to rapidly
xplore and study human–computer interactions using the VR
upport added to the simulation environment.
In chemical engineering research, the Tennessee Eastman pro-

ess simulator (TEP) serves as the go-to benchmark for the eval-
ation of fault-detection and isolation schemes for continuous
rocesses. Current implementations of the simulator are available
s FORTRAN and MATLAB/Simulink packages. Following the orig-
nal publication of TEP by [6], the simulator was primarily used
o study plant-wide control design [7–9] and plant optimization
pproaches [10]. The most widely adopted control schemes by [7,
] were integrated into the original simulator and made publicly
vailable at [11,12], respectively. The Tennessee Eastman Chal-
enge Archive [11] features multiple iterations of TEP simulators,
he latest of which [13] introduces a significantly extended set of
imulation features, such as additional process faults and the abil-
ty to scale fault magnitudes. More recently, an implementation
f the Tennessee Eastman process in Modelica has been proposed
y [14], including a validated implementation of the process in
pen-loop. In order to facilitate access to TEP process data, the
xisting simulators were used to generate datasets [12,15–17]
o provide benchmarks for fault-detection, isolation and alarm
anagement studies. All of the mentioned datasets primarily

eature single-fault simulations in a specific operating mode of
EP that are well suited to test the performance of data-driven
ault detection approaches. [15] include five additional operating
odes as well as healthy data of transient process behaviour.
he majority of current research utilizes these datasets, because
ccessing the data directly is significantly more convenient than
sing one of the currently available simulators, but both the
atasets and simulators have been used extensively in research
apers in recent years. Examples of applying fault detection were
nvestigated by [18], who utilized convolutional networks, [19],
ho investigated Kantorovich Distance Independent Component
nalysis and [20,21], who applied Gaussian process regression.
22] investigated the base operating mode of TEP using logical
nalysis of data (LAD), a machine-learning based classification
echnique. [23] used an adaptive threshold scheme to replace
raditional, fixed control limits by applying a combination of
ultivariate and univariate statistical analysis. It is observed that

he current state-of-the-art using TEP is mostly limited to fault-
etection and isolation, for which comprehensive datasets are
vailable or for which the current simulators offer simple means
f data generation. [24] presented work that concerns optimiza-
ion of TEP in the presence of faults, which is a topic that remains
argely unexplored, because of the limitations of current TEP
imulators. Existing simulators, including the latest and most
ophisticated simulator by [13], are designed for the simulation
f process faults at otherwise stationary process configurations,
ut lack flexibility otherwise. Changes to the process operating
onditions currently necessitate direct changes to the Simulink
odel.

1.1. Novelty and contribution

The presented Python interface for the Tennessee Eastman
simulator is a wrapper for a modified version of the existing
MATLAB/Simulink simulator presented by [13]. The underlying
Simulink model is extended to enable dynamic process
re-configurations and to allow interactive pausing and data re-
trieval during simulations. A high-level Python API provides meth-
ods that enable the user to modify process setpoints, enable
preset faults and pause and continue the simulation without
the need to modify the underlying simulation model. Simulation
data is processed and stored as pandas DataFrames in order
to facilitate the re-use and export to other formats. The main
contributions of the presented work are the direct integration
of the Tennessee Eastman simulator into a user-friendly Python
framework and the newly added feature that allows interactive
simulations.

2. Software description

pyTEP is written in Python3.7 and accesses an extended ver-
sion of the Simulator by [13], tested in MATLAB/Simulink (2019a-
2020b). The package is installable from PyPI using pip install
pytep. Further documentation can be found in the link to the
developer manual in Table Code Metadata. Communication be-
tween the Python modules and the simulator is handled using the
MATLAB Engine for Python [25]. The software is distributed under
the BSD License to allow for continuous application, modification
and extension by interested parties.

2.1. Architecture and functionalities

The software integrates two main Python classes, a set of
MATLAB functions and a Simulink model. All simulation settings,
commands and data queries can be set through the high-level
Python API, namely the SimInterface class (see Fig. 1).

2.1.1. Simulink model
The Simulink model presented by [13] is extended in two

ways. In order to allow simulations of non-stationary operating
conditions, previously hard-coded controller setpoints (‘Constant‘
input blocks) are replaced by step- or ramp-blocks, depending on
the chosen setting. Each setpoint input block requires four param-
eters; initial and final values for the setpoint, the duration of the
change and the simulation time at which the change is initiated.
In order to enable timed start, stop, and pause commands from
the command line, an assertion block is added, which triggers if
the simulation time is larger than a given parameter. Triggering
the assertion block pauses the current simulation and updates the
MATLAB workspace.

2.1.2. MATLAB utility functions
In order to minimize the amount of internal MATLAB/Simulink

code that is exposed to the Python API, a set of MATLAB utility
functions is added to encapsulate pure MATLAB/Simulink func-
tionality. Excluding generic queries to the MATLAB workspace,
pyTEPs low-level API issues commands and queries data through
the utility functions.

2.1.3. Low-level API
The MatlabBridge class is the primary, and only, interface

between the MATLAB/Simulink model and the Python modules.
Its purpose is to provide the functionalities added by the MATLAB
utility functions and the Simulink model inside Python. All set-
tings can and should be set via the MatlabBridge, rendering di-
rect manipulation of the Simulink model and MATLAB workspace
in order to change the simulation settings unnecessary.
2
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Fig. 1. Dependencies between pyTEP modules. Plain edges signify the direction of command and dashed edges the direction of simulation data flow.

2.1.4. High-level API
The SimInterface class is pyTEPs high-level API and the

main access point for users. Through the SimInterface, users
an load the simulation environment, set simulation parame-
ers, run the simulation interactively, and query and save the
urrent state as well as the state history if required. Many of
he functions in the SimInterface are meant to facilitate the
eneration of simulation scenarios and datasets through pyTEP
y extending functions in the MatlabBridge. Amongst others,
enerating simulation scenarios is facilitated by accounting for
he current simulation time when setting inputs for setpoints
nd fault signatures. Further features include the automatic reset
f the operating condition to a default setting and the export
f the current scenario data. Data that can be queried from
he SimInterface include the process measurements, manip-
lated variables, setpoints, operating cost, fault-signatures and
he respective units of these variables. Simulation output is up-
ated and appended to pandas Dataframes in the SimInterface
henever the Simulink model pauses or terminates.

.1.5. Interactive simulations
On-line re-configuration of the Tennessee Eastman process

equires the ability to pause an active simulation and change
rocess inputs (the control setpoints) at run-time based on the
urrent measured state of the process. The simulator by [13]
nables the user to run a simulation and save its final state
pon completion. It was however observed that initializing a new
imulation with this final state produces a slight discontinuity
n the process variables. The magnitude of this discontinuity is
egligible, but it could potentially result in erroneous results if
imulations are frequently terminated and re-initialized. To avoid
his, pyTEPs default behaviour is to pause the simulation after the
pecified simulation time has passed using an Assertion block in
he Simulink model. Continuation of the simulation from a paused
tate does not introduce the aforementioned discontinuity, re-
ulting in identical results for interactive and non-interactive
imulations. When simulating with pyTEP, users can choose to ex-
end the active simulation by calling the simulatemethod again,
s shown in the example in Section 3.2. By default, simulations
emain active in a paused state until the simulation environment
s reset, so that extensions of active simulations do not lead to dis-
ontinuities in the results. The total length and the rate at which
utput is updated are configurable simulation parameters. Output

can be updated up to every three minutes, although the authors
recommend lower rates for most applications, as explained in
Section 2.1.6.

2.1.6. Performance
Since PyTEP is a wrapper for an existing simulator, it inevitably

introduces computational overhead. The main factors that could
affect performance are the utilization of the MATLAB engine for
Python and the interactive use of the simulator, especially in
relation to the frequency at which simulation data is updated.
In order to quantify the effect of the introduced overhead, the
performance of simulations with a duration of 50 and 100 simu-
lation hours (durations used in current TEP datasets) in MATLAB
and pyTEP is compared. Using pyTEP instead of interacting with
the Simulink model through the baseline simulator resulted in
no noticeable difference in performance for non-interactive sim-
ulations, with consistent computation times of approximately
21 s and 42 s for 50 h and 100 h of simulation, respectively.
Running the simulation in pyTEP interactively, meaning pausing
and resuming the simulation at fixed intervals, increases com-
putation time as shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the
performance starts decreasing significantly if the simulation is
paused and evaluated more frequently than once per simulated
hour and that this effect scales with the absolute simulation time.
Considering that changes of the process operating conditions will
typically take significantly more than one hour to take effect due
to the slow process dynamics of TEP, we currently see no incen-
tive to pause the simulation more often than once per hour for
most practical applications. If a specific application should require
more frequent pausing, we recommend setting the frequency as
conservatively as possible in order to avoid unnecessary loss of
performance.

3. Illustrative examples

This section presents two examples that highlight the util-
ity of pyTEP for the generation of a reference dataset featur-
ing changes of the process operating point, and for the inte-
gration of a planning framework with TEP for on-line process
re-configurations.
3
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Fig. 2. Relative computation time (computation time/smallest measured computation time) for interactive simulations with different pause-intervals.

3.1. Dataset generation

The code snippet presented in Listing 1 shows how pyTEP
an be used to generate part of the reference dataset presented
y [15], which features setpoint changes of varying magnitudes
nd profiles in TEP. Setpoint profiles featured in the dataset in-
lude step changes as well as ramp changes with durations of 10
o 40 h and magnitude changes within a 15 percent interval of the
nitial setpoint value. Previously, generating this dataset required
anual modification of the Simulink model as well as multiple
ATLAB scripts to correctly setup the simulation environment,
djust the simulation parameters for each run and post-process
he generated simulation output.

.2. Online re-configuration

Listing 2 details the use of pyTEP to investigate on-line pro-
ess re-configurations, directly leveraging the newly introduced
eature that simulations can be paused, modified and contin-
ed based on an evaluation of the available state history of the
imulated process. Since the planning tool is not subject of this
ontribution, it will only be introduced to the degree that is nec-
ssary to comprehend the presented example. At each iteration
f the while loop, the planner compares the current state of the
rocess to a pre-defined goal-state and determines an optimal

action, which is then executed for one hour of simulation time,
before the planner re-evaluates. The chosen action is a suggested
process modification in the form of a setpoint change, including at
least a new reference value for the setpoint. If the current state
of the process happens to lie within a pre-defined goal set, the
planner returns that no further action is required and declares
the re-configuration complete.

4. Impact

Section 1 lists multiple reasons why simulation based analysis
is of vital importance to a variety of research fields and why the
Tennessee Eastman process has a pivotal role in chemical engi-
neering and generic analysis of complex large-scale processes. In
order for research that utilizes TEP as a reference to be conducted
efficiently, it is vital that TEP simulators provide all features
required for the given line of research with high utility, where
the utility of a feature is defined as a combination of the provided
functionality and its accessibility. As summarized in previous sec-
tions, existing TEP simulators generally exhibit high functionality
but very low accessibility.

With pyTEP, we address this issue, focusing on the main
shortcoming that many lines of research require substantially
more varied data than can be generated with existing simulators.
The authors believe that researchers must be able to generate
4
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data tailored to their needs without extensive modification of the
simulation tool and that any redundant effort towards simulator
development should instead be spent on the research itself.

To summarize the points that were stated more exhaustively
n the previous sections, it can be stated that pyTEP improves
pon the current state of TEP simulation tools in three major
ays. Firstly, the set of features that is available ‘out-of-the-
ox’ is extended significantly by providing the functionality to
un interactive simulations with transient inputs and disturbance
rofiles. Secondly, it provides a high-level API that allows users
o set-up configurations, simulate and save data to an easily
ccessible data format without being exposed to the underlying
echanics of the simulation. Previous simulators do either not
rovide APIs or do not specify which part of the provided inter-
ace is meant for pure users and which for developers, who want
o make modifications to the simulator in addition to using it.
hirdly, pyTEP is hosted in a shared development environment,
hich allows interested parties to collaborate upon future im-
rovements and thus hopefully minimize redundancy related to
evelopment of the simulator. While this third point should no
onger be of note in the present day, it needs to be pointed out
hat, to the authors knowledge, none of the TEP simulators listed
n Section 1 are hosted in a way that would allow collaborative
ork. Additionally, the listed MATLAB/Simulink simulators are
ot as well suited to e.g. git-based collaboration environments
n cases where a significant part of the development involves
odifications of the Simulink-model.

. Conclusion

We have developed a Python package named pyTEP, which
rovides a comprehensive API for the Tennessee Eastman sim-
lation software, featuring high-level functions for simulation
onfiguration, modification, execution and data retrieval. The cur-
ent version of pyTEP provides a foundation for a more advanced
nd versatile utilization of the Tennessee Eastman process by
implifying data generation and monitoring, and an interface
n one of the most extensively used programming languages;
ython. It further allows interactive simulations of TEP, enabling
n-line process modification based on process feedback.

. Active development

pyTEP is being developed continuously in order to improve
nd extend its functionalities. By making it available to the public
ow, the authors hope to spark interest in other research groups
nd are open to collaborative development in order to make

pyTEP as useful as possible. Current work on pyTEP is focused
on the development of a dash-based [26] graphical user-interface
that features all basic functionalities provided by pyTEPs high-
level API, allowing users to explore TEP through a GUI without
any additional coding effort. The interface is meant to enable the
user to control the simulation interactively and make decisions
about proper setpoint trajectories for controlled variables based
on process feedback, allowing him/her to emulate the role a
control room operator. We believe this dashboard can be a crucial
tool for investigating and developing decision support systems for
the Tennessee Eastman process.
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